System Monitoring and Maintenance of Windchill 10.0

Overview

Course Code: WBT-3107
Course Length: 2 Hours

In this course, you will learn about the overall Windchill system monitoring and maintenance mechanism. Specifically, you will focus on the daily, weekly, and monthly system maintenance tasks required by the Windchill system administrators. You will also learn how to manage Windchill log files, database alerts, and system services. Additionally, you will learn how to properly start and stop Windchill component services.

You will complete Pro/FICIENCY skills assessment questions for each topic. These questions are used to help reinforce your understanding of the course topics and form the basis for daily review sessions.

Course Objectives

• Start and stop Windchill services
• Automate Windchill services
• Identify Windchill log files
• Set up Oracle alerts
• Manage Web Server and directory server logs
• Identify and perform daily maintenance tasks
• Identify and perform weekly maintenance tasks
• Identify and perform monthly maintenance tasks
• Run system health checks
• Monitor system performance
• Perform database maintenance
• Rebuild LDAP indexes
Prerequisites

- WBT-3103-0 System Administration Overview of Windchill 10.0

Audience

- This training course is intended for System Administrators and Application Developers
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